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14 Short Sketches About the Environment, a short piece by T. Adamson 
 
1. 
 
(On the back wall of the stage is projected a home-made music video for The Knife’s “We Share Our Mother’s 
Health”- a really bouncy aggressive dance-y gothic surreal Swedish techno song that’s maybe about 
environmentalism but maybe not. Sometimes this music video is split-screened in facsimile of a two-channel video 
projector. Some motifs of the homemade music video include: young people running around public spaces and 
theatrically jumping over and on top of things, young people running through wilderness and jumping over and 
on top of things and throwing coffee cups at trees and bushes, throwing coffee cups at walls, throwing coffee cups 
at trashcans, throwing coffee cups at pigeons, throwing coffee cups at other coffee cups, jumping over coffee cups, 
clips from Victor Sjöström’s silent film “The Phantom Carriage”, young people turning into vampires, vampires 
biting into taxidermy animals, throwing coffee cups at taxidermy animals, jumping over taxidermy animals, 
bleeding taxidermy animals, carriage horses in Central Park, vampire make-out sessions, people posing in and 
jumping over and throwing coffee cups and taxidermy animals at coffins, etc. The Beastie Boys’ “Sabotage” 
video is a good tonal object-lesson. Or George Kuchar’s “Hold Me While I’m Naked”. All of the coffee cups 
are full of coffee. This lasts for the entire song.) 
 
2. 
 
(Two cool heteros in cool seasonal hetero sweaters, yelling at each other:) 
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
Hey, fuck the environment! 
 

COOL HETERO GUY: 
Fuck you!  
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
Fuck you and fuck the horse you rode in on, you Fuck-Albert Fuck! 
 

COOL HETERO GUY: 
Fuck your fucking mother’s fucking car! 
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
Fuck your kidneys, Kidney Stone Little Bitch.  
 

COOL HETERO GUY: 
Fuck the raindrops you slap your sisters titties with!  
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
Fuck you in a fucking fuck-burritto, Fuckfisting Slut- with extra sauce- and fucking mail yr 
fucking fuckhole to fuckshit Ethiopia! 
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COOL HETERO GUY: 
Yeah, put your fucking dog’s balls in a fucking Jew-coffin and fucking hammer it shut with yr 
fucking cock-hole, Cock-fuck Shit-for-Brains Breakfast-Biscuit Fuckmunch! 
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
Fucking I hope you fucking suck shit and jizz out a cat’s fucking bloody shit-flecked asshole.  
 

COOL HETERO GUY: 
Fucking I hope fucking 9/11 happens again, just to you!  
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
Fucking- I’m gonna fucking rape your family!!  
 

COOL HETERO GUY: 
I’m gonna fucking rape your family! 
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
I’m gonna fucking rape your fucking family!  

 
COOL HETERO GUY: 

I’M GONNA FUCKING-FUCKING RAPE YOUR FUCKING FAMILY!! 
 
3.  
 
(A kid in a globular homemade elementary-school-pageant earth costume:) 

 
EARTH: 

I am the Earth. I am four-point-five-three-four billion years old. But I am still young at heart! 
Some people say that I am dying. That’s not true! I can’t die! You can die! You are the ones 
dying! You are the ones killing yourselves, killing your children, and your grandchildren, and 
killing each other with your waste! Think about what is waste. Think about the things in your 
home which give you no joy. Not everything, but there must be something in your home- in 
your room!- There must be some things in your life that give no joy and hold no meaning 
except that you have them and you are still bound together. And think about the factories that 
made those things. And the trees that were chopped. And the oil that was spilled and burned. 
And the homeless animals the smoke winding into the aether. Think about your cigarettes. 
Think about every cigarette you know. We can start with cigarettes and work backwards. Think 
about how much rest you would have if you had fewer things to take care. 
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4.  
 
(A female tour guide holding a lantern. Some kids. Some parents.) 

 
TOUR GUIDE: 

This room is my favorite room because it’s the really spooky room. Some people call this room 
The Basement Room, because of course we’re in the basement and that’s what you call it- but 
most historians of the manor and the scholars sometimes like to call this room The Altar 
Room- because the historians are almost one-hundred percent certain that right about- here, 
exactly where you’re standing- there was a great stone altar where Mr. and Mrs. Ridgeline 
performed all of their- 
… 
Of course you know about their rituals. I don’t need to spell it out for you; but we had the 
altar removed because it was… Well, it was disturbing for some people. 
… 
I just like to call this room The Vampire Room.  
- 
Now the tour gets a little spooky here, but I promise you you’re absolutely safe! I’m going to 
turn off the lights and light my lantern so we can see what this place would’ve looked like to 
someone who actually lived at Ridgeline Manor in the early eighteen-hundreds. So, if you tend 
to get scared or a little jumpy- you’re perfectly safe- but it gets very dark. Feel free to scootch 
up next to me if you’re feeling scared; that’s totally fine- I’ve seen everything Ridgeline Manor 
has to offer and I’m used to getting scootched on as long as you’re not- haha- only the kids 
can scootch- No dads! 
… 
Okay… 
 
(Lights go out. The whole scene is lit by a lantern.) 
 
And if you listen… 
- 
There’s another tour happening above us right now but this basement is so reinforced from the 
Ridgeline days, we can’t hear anything that happening in the house when we’re inside The 
Vampire Room. And more importantly, nobody in the house can hear anything that happens 
down here.  
- 
To prove it, on three we’re all going to scream as loud as we can, okay?  
… 
One- 
 

KID: 
(Tentative.) Where did Michael go? 
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TOUR GUIDE: 
Hmmm? 
 

PARENT: 
You’re right. 
 

KID: 
Michael… Where did Michael go? 
 

TOUR GUIDE: 
Michael’s a…? 
 

PARENT: 
Michael? 
 

TOUR GUIDE: 
Kids like to hide in the- 
 

PARENT: 
Michael!? 
 

TOUR GUIDE: 
I’ll turn the lights on.  
 
(The lights turn on. MICHAEL is standing motionless facing upstage. The lights immediately go out.) 
 
5. 
 
(AL GORE.) 
 

AL GORE: 
Hi, I’m Al Gore.  
 
(Something weird happens. AL GORE looks around the floor.) 
 
Oop. 
 
(AL GORE looks around the floor.) 
 
Where’s-? 
 
(AL GORE looks around the floor.) 
 
Dropped my little guy.  
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(Long pause while AL GORE looks for something.) 
 
Huh. 
… 
I am wearing- 
… 
Two- 
… 
Different- 
… 
Shoelaces. 
 
6. 
 
(The cool heteros from Scene Two. Calmer now.) 

 
COOL HETERO GAL: 

You know when I knew?  
 

COOL HETERO GUY: 
No. 
- 
When did you know? 
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
The first time you fucked me. 
 

COOL HETERO GUY: 
Oh yeah? 
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
Ohhh yeah. 
 

COOL HETERO GUY: 
What…? 
- 
What about it? 
 

COOL HETERO GAL: 
You were just so- I don’t know… 
- 
Like you seemed really unconvinced that I was enjoying it. Like you asked me if I came, and I 
was like, “Uh-YEAH! I came like four times.” And you were like “Are you sure?” And I was 
like “It’s my fucking- it’s my orgasm!” And you-!  
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- 
I don’t know- 
- 
Well, I was glad you cared; but I was also like… 
- 
I’m used to throwing people away but I knew I couldn’t throw you away. 
 
7. 
 
(Two suit men and a suit woman. They each hold cups of coffee which they pour into Chinese-food take-out 
containers as they talk. They sip coffee from their take-out containers.) 
 

SUIT MAN: 
So this EPA bullshit got approved. Which umm- I’m just worried about the plant in 
Fayetteville with this one- because uhh well- (This is a swear:) Horseshoes, they already had 
about- how many layoffs there? 
 

SUIT WOMAN: 
About twenty-three layoffs in Fayetteville, sir. 
 

SUIT MAN: 
About twenty-three layoffs in Fayetteville- yeah. And the PR down there. 
 

SUIT WOMAN: 
Sir, if you’ll pardon my saying so, it could be prudent / to liquida- 
 

OTHER SUIT MAN: 
I say we liquidate the Fayetteville plant and contract manufacture out on that end- I mean, 
what are we muddying our assets- losing sleep- PR nightmare after nightmare- in the glory of 
manufacture for!? If worse comes to worst, expand the plant in Ridgeline and have a- I don’t 
care- job fair- parade-type bullshucks- 
 

SUIT MAN: 
THAT-  
- 
Is a crackerjack idea. I’ll call Ridgeline and Juney-Bug? 
 

SUIT WOMAN: 
Sir, I’ve got the legal / team on this bull-droppings. 
 

SUIT MAN: 
Let’s get the legal team on this bull-droppings.  
- 
There’s gotta be a way around these fudged-up shitake mushrooms, right? Or just- 
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SUIT WOMAN: 
Well sir, we do have a couple years to phase into regulations and by then- 
 

OTHER SUIT MAN: 
It’s an election cycle- 
 

SUIT MAN: 
Right. It’s an election cycle so…  
- 
Good good smart. Let’s talk about- Juney-Bug? 
 

SUIT WOMAN: 
As you know, in the seventieth congressional- 
 

SUIT MAN: 
Tell Tess get us all some more coffee? 
 
8.  
 
(A dark basement. A man lays on an altar. A woman enters followed by another woman. The first woman 
holds a wooden stake and a mallet. The woman holds the stake over the man’s heart.) 
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
I cannot. I loved him.  
 

OTHER WOMAN: 
He’s not him own anymore, Lucia. 
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
I cannot do it! I cannot! All I desire is my love to wake and wrap me in his arms!! 
 

OTHER WOMAN: 
Hurry!  
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
Why did you bring me here? 
 

OTHER WOMAN: 
The sun is setting! He will kill you!! He will suck the blood from you and make you one of 
them! 
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
I can’t- He will open his eyes. He will see me and he shall love me. 
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OTHER WOMAN: 
There is no soul behind those eyes.  
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
Then you do it- 
 

OTHER WOMAN: 
I can’t- 
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
If you believe so violently, you do it! You do it! I cannot!  
 

OTHER WOMAN: 
It must be one who loved him. It must be one he loved with all his heart- 
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
He… loved… me-? 
 

OTHER WOMAN: 
There’s no time, Lucia! Yes!! Yes! Didn’t you know! He loved you! He loved only you and you 
must do this! Only you can our nightmare because he loved only you! He loved only you! 
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
I cannot bring myself! 
 

OTHER WOMAN: 
He is opening his eyes! 
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
Oh! Those sweet gems contain universes splendorous!  
 

OTHER WOMAN: 
They are empty as night!  
 

MAN: 
Lucia! 
 

THE FIRST WOMAN: 
My love. My soul love! 
 

MAN: 
I want! 
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OTHER WOMAN: 
Now! 
 

MAN: 
Ahh! 
 
(MAN lunges at THE FIRST WOMAN and she drives the stake into his heart. Blood and screaming 
everywhere.) 
 
9.  
 
(Two people eating ice cream cones, facing forward. 
 
CAPTION: Not every body’s like you. 
CAPTION: Not every body likes you. 

 
They lick it with their tongues. They side-eye each other and smile: ice cream is fun. 
 
CAPTION: Not every body’s like you. 
CAPTION: Not every body likes you. 
CAPTION: Not every body’s is like you. 
CAPTION: Not every body likes you. 
 
One person shows the other person that they can turn their cone upside down and the ice cream will stay. The 
ice cream plops to the floor. They laugh. The other person touches their ice cream to the one person’s nose. 
And vice versa. They laugh and play as: 
 
CAPTION: Not every body’s like you. 
CAPTION: Not every body likes you. 
CAPTION: Not every body’s is like you. 
CAPTION: Not every body likes you. 
CAPTION: Not every body’s like you. 
CAPTION: Not every body likes you. 
CAPTION: Not every body’s is like you. 
CAPTION: Not every body likes you.) 
 
10. 
 
(My mom comes out and cleans the ice cream. 
 
CAPTION: The playwright’s mom cleans the ice cream. 
 
My mom exits. 
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CAPTION: Thanks, mom. 
CAPTION: I love you, mom. 
CAPTION: I hope you can quit smoking.) 
 
11.  
 
(RNC Chairman Rnc Priebus gives a speech.) 
 

RNC: 
Conservation is inherent in conservatism. As the pioneer of environmentalism a century ago, 
the Republican Party reaffirms the moral obligation to be good stewards of the God-given 
natural beauty and resources of our country. We believe that people are the most valuable 
resources and that human health and safety are the proper measurements of a policy’s success. 
We assert that private ownership has been the best guarantee of conscientious stewardship, 
while some of the worst instances of degradation have occurred under government control. 
Poverty, not wealth, is the gravest threat to the environment, while steady economic growth 
brings the technological advances which make environmental progress possible. 
- 
The environment is too important to be left to radical environmentalists. They are using 
yesterday’s tools to control a future they do not comprehend. The environmental 
establishment has become a self-serving elite, stuck in the mindset of the 1970s, subordinating 
the public’s consensus to the goals of the Democratic Party. Their approach is based on 
shoddy science, scare tactics, and centralized command-and-control regulation. Over the last 
eight years, the Administration has triggered an avalanche of regulation that wreaks havoc 
across our economy and yields minimal environmental benefits. 
- 
The central fact of any sensible environmental policy is that, year by year, the environment is 
improving. Our air and waterways are much healthier than they were a few decades ago. As a 
nation, we have drastically reduced pollution, mainstreamed recycling, educated the public, 
and avoided ecological degradation. Even if no additional controls are added, air pollution will 
continue to decline for the next several decades due to technological turnover of aging 
equipment. These successes become a challenge for Democratic Party environmental 
extremists, who must reach farther and demand more to sustain the illusion of an 
environmental crisis. That is why they routinely ignore costs, exaggerate benefits, and advocate 
the breaching of constitutional boundaries by federal agencies to impose environmental 
regulation. At the same time, the environmental establishment looks the other way when 
environmental degradation is caused by the EPA and other federal agencies as was the case 
during the Animas River spill. 
- 
Our agenda is high on job creation, expanding opportunity and providing a better chance at 
life for everyone willing to work for it. Our modern approach to environmentalism is directed 
to that end, and it starts with dramatic change in official Washington. We propose to shift 
responsibility for environmental regulation from the federal bureaucracy to the states and to 
transform the EPA into an independent bipartisan commission, similar to the Nuclear 
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Regulatory Commission, with structural safeguards against politicized science. We will strictly 
limit congressional delegation of rule-making authority, and require that citizens be 
compensated for regulatory takings. 
- 
We will put an end to the legal practice known as “sue and settle,” in which environmental 
groups sue federal agencies whose officials are complicit in the litigation so that, with the 
taxpayers excluded, both parties can reach agreement behind closed doors. That deceit betrays 
the public’s trust; it will no longer be tolerated. We will also reform the Equal Access to Justice 
Act to cap and disclose payments made to environmental activists and return the Act to its 
original intent. 
- 
We will enforce the original intent of the Clean Water Act, not it’s distortion by EPA 
regulations. We will likewise forbid the EPA to regulate carbon dioxide, something never 
envisioned when Congress passed the Clean Air Act. We will restore to Congress the authority 
to set the National Ambient Air Quality Standards and modernize the permitting process 
under the National Environmental Policy Act so it can no longer invite frivolous lawsuits, 
thwart sorely needed projects, kill jobs, and strangle growth. 
- 
The federal government owns or controls over 640 million acres of land in the United States, 
most of which is in the West. These are public lands, and the public should have access to 
them for appropriate activities like hunting, fishing, and recreational shooting. Federal 
ownership or management of land also places an economic burden on counties and local 
communities in terms of lost revenue to pay for things such as schools, police, and emergency 
services. It is absurd to think that all that acreage must remain under the absentee ownership 
or management of official Washington. Congress shall immediately pass universal legislation 
providing for a timely and orderly mechanism requiring the federal government to convey 
certain federally controlled public lands to states. We call upon all national and state leaders 
and representatives to exert their utmost power and influence to urge the transfer of those 
lands, identified in the review process, to all willing states for the benefit of the states and the 
nation as a whole. The residents of state and local communities know best how to protect the 
land where they work and live. They practice boots-on-the-ground conservation in their states 
every day. We support amending the Antiquities Act of 1906 to establish Congress’ right to 
approve the designation of national monuments and to further require the approval of the 
state where a national monument is designated or a national park is proposed. 
- 
There is certainly a need to protect certain species threatened worldwide with extinction. 
However, the Endangered Species Act (ESA) should not include species such as gray wolves 
and other species if these species exist elsewhere in healthy numbers in another state or 
country. To upset the economic viability of an area with an unneeded designation costs jobs 
and hurts local communities. We must ensure that this protection is done effectively, 
reasonably, and without unnecessarily impeding the development of lands and natural 
resources. The ESA should ensure that the listing of endangered species and the designation 
of critical habitats are based upon sound science and balance the protection of endangered 
species with the costs of compliance and the rights of property owners. Instead, over the last 
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few decades, the ESA has stunted economic development, halted the construction of projects, 
burdened landowners, and has been used to pursue policy goals inconsistent with the ESA — 
all with little to no success in the actual recovery of species. For example, we oppose the listing 
of the lesser prairie chicken and the potential listing of the sage grouse. Neither species has 
been shown to be in actual danger and the listings threaten to devastate farmers, ranchers, and 
oil and gas production. While species threatened with extinction must be protected under the 
ESA, any such protection must be done in a reasonable and transparent manner with 
stakeholder input and in consideration of the impact on the development of lands and natural 
resources. 
- 
Information concerning a changing climate, especially projections into the long-range future, 
must be based on dispassionate analysis of hard data. We will enforce that standard throughout 
the executive branch, among civil servants and presidential appointees alike. The United 
Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change is a political mechanism, not an 
unbiased scientific institution. Its unreliability is reflected in its intolerance toward scientists 
and others who dissent from its orthodoxy. We will evaluate its recommendations accordingly. 
We reject the agendas of both the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement, which represent 
only the personal commitments of their signatories; no such agreement can be binding upon 
the United States until it is submitted to and ratified by the Senate. 
- 
We demand an immediate halt to U.S. funding for the U.N.’s Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) in accordance with the 1994 Foreign Relations Authorization 
Act. That law prohibits Washington from giving any money to “any affiliated organization of 
the United Nations” which grants Palestinians membership as a state. There is no ambiguity 
in that language. It would be illegal for the President to follow through on his intention to 
provide millions in funding for the UNFCCC and hundreds of millions for its Green Climate 
Fund. 
- 
We firmly believe environmental problems are best solved by giving incentives for human 
ingenuity and the development of new technologies, not through top-down, command-and-
control regulations that stifle economic growth and cost thousands of jobs. 
 
(The little kid in the earth costume from Scene Three comes onstage. He hands Rnc Priebus a cup of coffee and 
the two of them hold hands and walk offstage.) 
 
12. 
 
(A video: AL GORE is in the forest. He faces away from the camera. There is no sound from the video. He 
walks through the forest. There are taxidermy animals scattered about. He might reach out and touch one: a 
close-up of his fingers running on the fur. He walks deeper into the wilderness. Deeper still.) 
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13. 
 
(The cool heteros eat Chinese take-out. Pause.) 
 

COOL HETERO MALE: 
I’m bored. 
 

COOL HETERO FEMALE: 
I’m bored too. 
 

COOL HETERO MALE: 
Life is boring.  
… 
Do you wanna watch a thing? 
 

COOL HETERO FEMALE: 
I don’t WANNA watch a thing. 
… 
But I could watch a thing.  
 

COOL HETERO MALE: 
Do you wanna watch like a new thing?  
- 
Or a thing we’ve seen? 
 
(Long pause.) 

 
COOL HETERO FEMALE: 

I wanna watch a thing we’ve seen.  
 
14. 
 
(The Phantom Carriage. RENFIELD and DRACULA. DRACULA is disguised as a carriage driver. 
No accents.) 
 

RENFIELD: 
This is an exquisite country, my good friend. Travelling through these hills by carriage one 
imagines one were careening backwards through time- away from the cares of the city- to 
bucolic innocence. 
 

DRACULA: 
You may express such raptures during the day, good friend; but already wanes the sunlight, 
and when the black night falls on Transylvania, you will not see we simple country-folk 
communing with your “bucolic country”. I have heard what the young and romantic youths 
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write of our land as benevolent mother, my good friend. But if this land is mother, she is a 
hag and harlot who plucks her child from the breast and lays him in a cradle of thorns and 
splinters. Believe me, you shall question the very convictions that brought you to this desolate 
country so sheepishly you call exquisite.  
 

RENFIELD: 
I may be in the business of questioning convictions, my dear friend, but never my obligations. 
I do not visit Transylvania of my own accord, but I bring a real estate proposition- on my 
firm- for your Count Dracula. It appears this old aristocrat grows bored of the lackadaisical 
countryside and expresses interest in a quite valuable piece of property in England. 
 

DRACULA: 
I shall be grateful and sorry for you to hear of his departure. 
 

RENFIELD: 
Funny. One always finds in these continental provinces a healthy and superstitious skepticism 
towards the aristocracy, does one not? As if they were all blood-suckers. 
- 
Full moon tonight. 
- 
The wild beasts make no music.  
 

DRACULA: 
The predators take them.  
- 
(Philosophical:) Predators. Prey. 
 

RENFIELD: 
Reminds me of an old- The Phantom Carriage. An old folktale our grandmother told to 
frighten us. Do you know this tale, dear friend? 
… 
She told us that everyone who died was driven to the Kingdom of Death by The Phantom 
Carriage; and that if you were the last person to die that year- before the stroke of midnight- 
then your soul was condemned to drive The Phantom Carriage until the midnight of the next 
year- for one rotation around the sun- and shuttle everyone you knew and everyone you didn’t 
know between this world and the next. And it was the most painful fate a soul could 
experience- because you could see what was waiting for those on the brink of death and you 
were powerless to stop it and you had to watch each person in their final moments- some of 
them aware that they were going to die very soon- but the most painful individuals to 
encounter were the ones who even as the horses’ shoes were clambering at their backs and the 
hooded driver approached them along the endless roads that connected the villages of our 
quiet provincial county- there were still certain people on the very brink of extinction- who 
believed that they would live forever- or at least long enough. (End of play.) 


